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conditional clause: biblical hebrew

continuation of previous stages of the language;
it does not, for instance, make use of the bibgam ki ‘although’ (cf.
lical concessive
Joüon and Muraoka 2006:601–602). Rather,
it is a mixture of elements carried over from
these earlier incarnations, borrowings from
the native languages of the first generation of
speakers—Russian and Yiddish—and internal
developments which have taken place over the
past 100 years or so.
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Conditional Clause: Biblical
Hebrew
A conditional clause indicates circumstances
under which another clause is true or occurs. It
is the ‘if’ part of an ‘if-then’ statement.
For example, consider the sentence, “If you
study, then you will learn”. The ‘if’ part, “if
you study”, is the conditional clause (also
called the protasis). The ‘then’ part, “then you
will learn”, is called the apodosis. It is worth
noting that the entire ‘if-then’ sentence is called
a ‘conditional sentence’, which is not to be
confused with the ‘conditional clause’ (which
consists of the ‘if’ part alone).
Conditional clauses can be classified as either
real or unreal. A ‘real conditional clause’ is one
that presents the condition as one that has been
or could be fulfilled. Many real conditional
clauses refer to the future, such as, “If it is still
sunny an hour from now . . . ”. It is possible,
however, to have a real conditional clause
that refers to the past, such as, “If David finished last night . . .”. These are real conditional
clauses because they imply that it is possible
that the condition will be fulfilled (i.e., it might
be sunny an hour from now) or may have been
fulfilled (i.e., perhaps David finished last night).
It does not matter if the speaker is actually
mistaken (e.g., he is unaware of an impending
storm) or even misleading (e.g., he knows that
David actually did not finish, but he is pretending not to know). The key to distinguishing a
real conditional clause from an unreal one is
that a real conditional clause describes the condition as an actual possibility.
An ‘unreal (or irreal) conditional clause’ is
one that presents the condition as one that has
not been or cannot be fulfilled. Many unreal
conditional clauses refer to past time, such as,
“If only I had studied for the test . . .”. It is possible, however, to have an unreal conditional
clause that refers to the present or the future,
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such as, “If only I could sprout wings and
fly . . .”. These examples are unreal conditional
clauses because they describe the conditions
in such a way as to imply that they have not
been fulfilled (i.e., I did not study for the test)
or could not be fulfilled (i.e., I cannot sprout
wings and fly).
In Biblical Hebrew, real conditional clauses
and unreal conditional clauses often begin differently, although there is some overlap. Real
conditions can begin with - waw followed by
the subject (1) or the predicate (2). Alternately,
±im
a real conditional clause can begin with
± šÆr (5). Occasion(3), kì (4), or rarely
ally, a clause that begins with hèn may have a
conditional meaning (6), but the conditionality
is signaled by the context rather than by hèn
itself (Stec 1987:478–486; see also Garr 2004:
336–339). A negative real conditional clause (‘if
±im lò (7).
not’) typically begins with
(1)

...

wë-«è <år ban-ne;ga h<åƒaú l<å <ån . . . ne;ga
ß<åra a hù
and-hair in.the-infection it.turned white . . .
infection.of skin.disease it
‘If the hair in the mark has turned white . . . ,
it is an infection of skin disease’ (Lev. 13.3).
(2)
wë- <åza ±Æ -±<å ìw w<å-mè
and-he.will.leave ACC his.father and-he.will.
die
‘If he leaves his father, he will die’ (Gen.
44.22).
(3)
±im-ha«-«ëmòl wë-±èmìn<å
if the-left and-I.shall.go.right
‘If [you go to] the left, then I will go to the
right’ (Gen. 13.9).

(6)
hèn ±Æ (ßòr haš-š<åmayim
behold I.will.shut the-sky
‘If I shut up the sky . . .’ or ‘When I shut up
the sky . . .’ (2 Chron. 7.13).
(7)
wë-±im-lò ±è <å <å
and-if NEG I.shall.know
‘And if not, then I will know’ (Gen.
18.21).
Unreal conditional clauses typically begin with
(8),
(9), or
lù, which may be spelled
(10). Negative unreal condidefectively as
tional clauses often begin with lùlè, which may
(11) or
(12). An unreal conbe spelled
ditional clause that carries a concessive sense
(‘even if’) ( Concessive Clause) can begin
with other particles. In particular, the word
±illù is used twice in the Hebrew Bible (in material widely considered late), both times for an
unreal conditional clause that functions concessively (13, 14). There are also clauses that begin
±im (15, 16) or kì (17) that could be
with
classified as either unreal concessive clauses or
as concessive clauses (Williams and Beckman
2007:157, 160).
(8)
lù ™<åúmù ya«kìlù zò
if.only they.were.wise they.would.understand this
‘If only they were wise, then they would
understand this’ (Deut. 32.29).
(9)

(4)
kì ši <å ayim yuqqam-q<åyin wë-lÆmÆú
ši ìm wë-ši <å
that sevenfold he.is.avenged Cain andLamech seventy and-seven
‘If Cain is avenged sevenfold, then Lamech
seventy-sevenfold’ (Gen. 4.24).
(5)

(10)

...

< år
< bë- ènÆú<å
lù ±a š<ålòm ™ay . . . kì-±<åz yåš
if.only Absalom alive . . . then right inyour.eyes
‘If Absalom were alive . . . , then you would
be pleased’ (2 Sam. 19.7 [ketiv])

...

wa-± šÆr lò ß<å <å . . . wë-«amtì lëú<å m<åqòm
and-which NEG he.lay.in.wait . . . and-I.will.
appoint for.you place
‘If he did not lie in wait . . . I will appoint a
place for you’ (Exod. 21.13).

...

lù hiqša t<å . . . wa-yhì úan-n<åh<år šëlòmÆú<å
if.only
you.paid.attention . . . and-it.was
like.the-river your.peace
‘If only you had paid attention . . . , then
your peace would have been like the river’
(Isa. 48.18).

(11)
lùlè ™ raštÆm bë- Æ;gl<å ì
if.not you.plowed with-my.heifer
‘If you had not plowed with my heifer . . .’
(Judg. 14.18).
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(12)

(19)
±im-±Æssaq š<åmayim š<åm ±<ått<å wë-±aßßì <å
ššë±òl hinnÆkk<å
if I.will.climb heavens there you and.I.shall.
make.my.bed Sheol behold.you
‘If I ascend to heaven, you are there. If I
make my bed in Sheol, you are there’ (Ps.
139.8).

lùlè òr<å ú<å ša šu <åy
if.not your.teaching my.delight
‘If your teaching had not been my
delight . . .’ (Ps. 119.92).
(13)

...

wë-±illù la- <å ìm . . . nimkarnù hÆ™(raštì
and-even.if to-slaves . . . we.were.sold I.
was.silent
‘If we had only been sold as slaves . . . , I
would have kept silent’ (Esth. 7.4).
(14)

wë-±illù ™<åy<å ±ÆlÆƒ š<ånìm pa mayim
and-even.if he.lived thousand years two.
times
‘Even if he lives a thousand years twice
over, . . . ’ (Qoh. 6.6).

(15)
kì ±im-hikkì Æm kål-™èl ka«dìm
for if you.defeated all.of army.of Babylonians
‘For even if you were to defeat the whole
Babylonian army . . .’ (Jer. 37.10).

A conditional clause is usually accompanied
by an apodosis (the ‘then’ clause of an ‘if-then’
sentence). The apodosis can, however, be omitted in a conditional clause that implies an oath
or curse (20) (but see Joüon and Muraoka
2006:584) or that is an optative exclamation
(21). The apodosis usually begins with - waw
(called the ‘resumptive waw’, the ‘waw of apodosis’, or the ‘conditional waw’) (18), but it can
±<åz
begin without a conjunction (19) or with
‘then’ (22). Very rarely, the apodosis following
kì ±<åz
an unreal condition can begin with
(10). The apodosis typically follows the conditional clause (22), but it may precede it (23).
(20)

(16)

way-yišš<å a lèmòr ±im-yir±Æ ±ìš . . . ±è h<å±<årÆß h<å†-†ò <å
and-he.swore
to-say
if
he.will.see
man . . . ACC the-land the-good
‘He vowed: No man will see . . . the good
land’ (Deut. 1.34–35).

±im-±Ær a lò-±òmar l<åú
if I.will.be.hungry NEG I.will.say to.you
‘Even if I were hungry, I would not tell
you’ (Ps. 50.12).
(17)
kì ±<åmartì yÆš-lì iqw<å
if I.said there.is for.me hope
‘Even if I were to say that I have hope . . .’
(Ruth 1.12).
If multiple conditional clauses occur in the
same context, each conditional clause may
begin with the same introductory particle (18),
or different particles may be used (19).

(21)
lù-ma nù bë-±ÆrÆß mißrayim
if.only we.died in-land.of Egypt
‘Would that we had died in the land of
Egypt’! (Num. 14.2).
(22)

...

±im-t<åšì
miš-šabb<å
ra;glÆú<å . . . ±<åz
ti anna;g al-YHWH
if you.turn.back from-Sabbath your.
foot . . . then you.will.delight regarding
YHWH
‘If you turn back your foot from the
Sabbath . . . then you will take delight in
YHWH’ (Isa. 58.13–14).

(18)
±im-ha«-«ëmòl wë-±èmìn<å wë-±im-hayy<åmìn wë-±a«më±ìl<å
if the-left and-I.shall.go.right and-if theright and-I.shall.go.left
‘If [you go to] the left, then I will go to the
right. If [you go to] the right, then I will
go to the left’ (Gen. 13.9).

...

(23)
<
lò ±Æ («Æ ±im-±Æmß<å šåm
šëlòšìm
I.will.do if I.will.find there thirty
‘I will not do it, if I find thirty there’ (Gen.
18.30).
NEG
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Conditional Clause: Rabbinic
Hebrew
A conditional clause is a subordinate clause
which expresses a condition upon whose fulfillment what is expressed in the main (conse±im ‘if’
quent) clause depends. The particle
is the usual word which introduces a conditional clause. It introduces a factual conditional
clause, meaning that what is described in the
±im-clause is fulfilled or can be fulfilled and,
consequently, what is described in the main
clause is, will be, or should be fulfilled, too.
When the condition has already been fulfilled
or is regarded as fulfilled, the ±im-clause employs
the perfect, and the consequent clause may take
any tense: the perfect to indicate that the consequence has been fulfilled too, e.g.,
im qol šoƒar šama , yaßa ‘if he
,

has heard the sound of the shofar, he has discharged his duty’ (Mishna Rosh ha-Shana 3.7);
the participle to indicate its present or future
,
±im
fulfillment, e.g.,
raßa lehosiƒ, mosiƒ miš-šel-lo ‘if he were of a
mind to add more (money), he could add more
at his own expense’ (Mishna Yoma 3.7); the
imperfect or imperative to indicate a command,
,
±im met, yanni™uhu ‘If dead,
e.g.,
they must leave him’ (Mishna Yoma 8.7).
When the condition has not been fulfilled,
but is able to be fulfilled, the ±im-clause may
employ any tense: the perfect to indicate the
future perfect, i.e., representing a conditions
that might be fulfilled in the future as hav,
ing already been fulfilled, e.g.,
±im ±e™arti, ße±u we-ša™a†u alay ‘if I
am delayed, go forth and slay for me’ (Mishna
Pesa™im 9.9); the participle, e.g.,
±im ±eno yaúol lered, ya™azir
,
±et panaw ‘If he cannot go down, he should turn
his face’ (Mishna Berakhot 4.5); the imperfect
(less frequently), e.g.,
±im yirße ha- elyon liqqa™ ±et
,
aƒaro, ±en kan yaraq ‘If the one above were of
a mind to collect his earth, there would be no
vegetables’ (Mishna Bava Metzi a 10.6).
Both the ±im-clause and the consequent clause
can consist of a nominal (non-verbal) clause,
,
±im yeš ±a ,
e.g.,
han-neúasim šel ha-±a ‘If there is a father, the
assets belong to the father’ (Mishna Yevamot
we-±im law ‘but if not’ expresses
4.7).
an alternative condition in the negative, e.g.,
±im kiwwen libbo
,
,
,
yaßa, we-±im law, lo yaßa ‘If he directed his
heart, he has discharged his duty, but if not, he
has not discharged his duty’ (Mishna Rosh haShana 3.7). The consequent clause is sometimes
hare ‘lo, behold’ followed by
introduced by
,
a demonstrative, e.g.,
we-±im mit™ašše hu, hare ze lo yir™oß
‘and if he claims importance, lo, this one shall
not wash’ (Mishna Shevi it 8.2).
Usually, the ±im-clause precedes the main
clause. Only very rarely can it be found at the
end of the sentence, e.g.,
™atan pa†ur miq-qeriyat šema bal-layla ha-rišon
±im lo a«a ma a«e ‘A bridegroom is exempt
from the recitation of the Shema on the first
night [after the wedding] if he did not consummate [the marriage]’ (Mishna Berakhot 2.5).
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